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Abstract
Research has shown that patient safety and quality of care provided is affected by the knowledge, technical
ability, and behavioral skills of each member of the multidisciplinary care team. All NICU patients at Boston
Children’s Hospital (BCH) are born at outside facilities. Thus, transport call preparedness is fundamental to
providing exceptional care for NICU patients. Our study aims to answer the question: Does significant
variance exist among the multidisciplinary team members in the interpretation of transport call data and the
subsequent preparation that occurs when caring for critically ill neonates?

The 2011 NICU Crisis Resource Management (CRM) course reflects results from a multidisciplinary needs
assessment. Three transport calls for neonate with persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn
(PPHN) were received by a multidisciplinary team. Each member completed a survey following each call.
After the final transport call, the patient arrived in the simulator suite and the course progressed.

One hundred forty interdisciplinary participants completed the course. After listening to the transport calls,
85.5% of participants categorized the patient as category, RED (Emergent/Urgent resuscitation-high acute
status), while 14.5% of participants selected category, YELLOW (Patient in clinical transition or requiring
time sensitive procedures). Of the healthcare providers, the highest percentage group selecting category
YELLOW was the fellow group (18%), while 0% of the NNP group selected YELLOW. Blood pressure mean
goal recommendations were more varied among the groups. Eighty-five per cent of attendings, 75% of
neonatal nurse practitioners (NNPs), 75% of fellows, and 55% of RNs selected 40-50 mmHg; while 15% of
attendings, 25% of NNPs, 12.5% of fellows, and 33% of RNs selected 50 mmHg or more. Importantly, 100%
of participants, including attendings, NNPs, respiratory therapists (RTs), fellows, and RNs, said they would
have a team “huddle” prior to the arrival of this infant.

Within the variance that exists in regard to knowledge, experience, and practice among the multidisciplinary
groups, attendings and NNPs tended to be more aligned with their assessment and approach. Simulated
transport calls provide a safe environment to uncover these differences and to allow for future study to
improve teamwork and to provide the best care for the critically ill neonate.
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Introduction
Patients in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) are considered among the most vulnerable. An immature
immune system, an inability to communicate, a prolonged hospital course, and numerous multidisciplinary
health care providers all place the neonate’s safety at risk. Studies have shown that 75% of these
hospitalized infants will have an adverse event during their hospitalization with an inversely proportionate
increase with lower gestational age [1-2].

Research has shown that the safety of these patients and the care they receive is affected by the knowledge,
technical ability, and behavioral skills of each member of the multidisciplinary care team [3]. As is common
for all multidisciplinary teams, each member has a diverse background of training and experiential
knowledge that is utilized when caring for the neonatal population. The expectation of these health care
professionals is to be highly educated in their discipline with an excellent fund of knowledge and skill set
within which they practice. Each of these providers must also rely on accurate information and assessments
transmitted among members of the care team. This information must be delivered in a concise and timely
fashion so care is not interrupted. Safe, efficient, and effective patient care can only be accomplished
through collaboration among the caregivers as team members. However, despite our expectations, errors
occur in judgment, communication, and practice.

All NICU patients at BCH are born at outside facilities, and nearly all infants are admitted via emergency
medical transport. Thus, transport call preparedness is fundamental to providing exceptional care for NICU
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patients. In our study, we were interested in answering the question: Does significant variance exist among the
multidisciplinary team members in the interpretation of transport call data and the subsequent preparation that
occurs when caring for critically ill neonates?  Here, we report the results of a two-year simulation curriculum
focused on the multidisciplinary care of a critically ill neonate with persistent pulmonary hypertension of
the newborn (PPHN).

PPHN is a major clinical problem in the NICU and is estimated to occur in two per 1000 term infants. Studies
reveal that some degree of PPHN complicates the course of more than 10% of all neonates with respiratory
failure. With current medical therapy, the mortality for PPHN remains between 5-10%, and approximately
25% of all infants with moderate to severe PPHN will exhibit significant neurodevelopmental impairment at
12-24 months [4-7]. The NICU Crisis Resource Management (CRM) 2011 curriculum was based on a
multidisciplinary NICU Staff Needs Assessment where staff recognized variance and frustration in practice
management for patients with PPHN. In the simulation course, the care of the critically ill infant begins with
the first phone call to BCH from the physician caring for the infant at the outside hospital.

Materials And Methods
We utilized the BCHSP on-site simulation suite to provide the realistic NICU setting for our multidisciplinary
training program in CRM. Care of the infants in the NICU at BCH is managed by a multidisciplinary team of
nurses, respiratory therapists (RTs), neonatology fellows, neonatal nurse practitioners (NNPs), and
neonatology attending physicians. The monthly NICU CRM courses are a mandatory requirement for
multidisciplinary training in the NICU. Attendance at the monthly CRM course includes five to eight nurses,
an RT, a neonatal fellow, an NNP, and an attending neonatologist. Medical students frequently observe.

The 2011-2013 NICU CRM course was designed as a seminar program for graduate education that provided:

1. Didactic with review of CRM principles,

2. Video demonstration of scenarios for participants to review CRM principles, recognizing both appropriate
technical and behavioral team training and areas for improvement,

3. Simulation scenario and debriefing designed as follows:

a. Three transport calls regarding a critically ill neonate were pre-recorded to be received simultaneously by
the multidisciplinary team (RN; NNP; RT; fellow; attending). Each member completed a survey following
each transport call (12 questions in total). The complete survey is available on request
(elizabeth.doherty@childrens.harvard.edu). Survey questions were designed to assess alignment of answers
within and between multidisciplinary groups; not for interpretation of “right or wrong”
answers. Participants were first asked to assign a severity score/rating as described by RED
(Emergent/Urgent resuscitation-high acute status), YELLOW (Patient in clinical transition or requiring time
sensitive procedures), or GREEN (General NICU patient with ongoing ICU needs). Subsequent survey
questions focused on three arms of management, including Respiratory/ Ventilator management,
Cardiovascular/ BP management, and Neurologic/ Sedation. The only identifiers collected were role and
years of experience (Table 1).

b. After the final transport call, the patient arrived in the simulator suite and the remainder of the course
progressed.
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Number of years in your role

Answer options 1-5 6-10 10+ Response count

RN 23 27 35 85

NNP 2 1 5 8

RT 12 5 1 18

Fellow 16 0 0 16

Attending 7 3 3 13

 

 Totals

Answered question 140

Skipped question 0

TABLE 1: Participant role and years of experience

Results
One hundred forty participants completed the course, including 85 nurses, 8 NNPs, 19 RTs, 16 Neonatal-
Perinatal Fellows, and 13 Neonatology Attendings. After listening to the transport calls, 85.5% of
participants categorized the patient as category, RED (Emergent/Urgent resuscitation-high acute status),
while 14.5% of participants selected category, YELLOW (Patient in clinical transition or requiring time
sensitive procedures) (Table 2). Of the healthcare providers, the highest percentage group selecting category
YELLOW was the fellow group (18%), while 0% of the NNP group selected YELLOW.

GREEN (General NICU patient with ongoing ICU needs but "acutely/stable") 0.0%

YELLOW (Patient in clinical transition or requiring time sensitive procedures) 14.5%

RED (Emergent/Urgent resuscitation - highly acute status) 85.5%

TABLE 2: Categorization of transport calls by participants

Blood pressure (BP) mean goal recommendations were more varied among the groups. Overall, 59.9% of
participants selected 40-50 mmHg, 27% selected 50 mmHg or more, 11.7% selected 35-40 mmHg, while 1.5%
selected 35 mmHg. More specifically, 85% of attendings, 75% of NNPs, 75% of fellows, and 55% of RNs
selected 40-50 mmHg; while 15% of attendings, 25% of NNPs, 12.5% of fellows, and 33% of RNs selected 50
mmHg or more. The choice of a second inotropic agent in addition to dopamine was less varied with 80.7%
of participants selecting epinephrine, 14.8% selecting dobutamine, 3.7% selecting milrinone, and 0.7%
selected no additional agent (Table 3).
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Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

No Change; continue to titrate Dopamone to effect 0.7% 1

Dobutamine 14.8% 20

Epinephrine 80.7% 109

Milrinone 3.7% 5

 

Answered question 135

Skipped question 5

TABLE 3: Considering the escalation of inotropic support to 20 mcg/kg/min; if your patient
requires additional support what would you chose as the 2nd agent?

The figures below (Table 4) show participant responses to: What is the most important intervention upon
the infant’s arrival to the NICU?

Arterial access 25.5%

Evaluation for need for 2nd chest tube 22.6%

Blood gas 51.8%

TABLE 4: Participant response for most important intervention upon patient arrival

Of the participants answering this question, the RNs and the NNPs were most aligned with 60% and 62.5%,
respectively, selecting blood gas.

Survey questions about sedation had less varied responses. Ninety-six per cent of participants recommended
discontinuing morphine to change to fentanyl and versed. Overwhelmingly, 98% of participants would
consider paralysis in this infant due to either inability to achieve blood gas parameters within four hours or
due to inability to maintain State Behavioral Scale (SBS) of minus two or both. The one question that
resulted in 100% agreement was that all participants would have a “huddle” prior to the infant’s arrival.

Discussion
The optimal approach to PPHN management is unclear [8]. Substantial variation in clinical practice exists
between and within institutions and among multidisciplinary groups; yet the overall objective seems to be
consistent focusing on restoring the cardiopulmonary adaptation while avoiding lung injury and any
detrimental effects on systemic perfusion [9]. The basic treatment goals include:

* Improve alveolar oxygenation

* Minimize pulmonary vasoconstriction

* Maintain systemic blood pressure and perfusion

* Avoid acidosis

* Promote pulmonary vasodilatation (iNO)

* Consider extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) support as last resort

The BCH NICU Multidisciplinary Needs Assessment demonstrated the HCP’s desire to practice caring for
these critically ill patients with PPHN.
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The NICU is by nature an intense, busy unit where critically ill infants are cared for by a multidisciplinary
group of health care providers (HCPs). The BCH team preparation and subsequent management of an infant
with PPHN begins with the first transport call. The interpretation of data received and succeeding plans vary
by multidisciplinary group, some more than others. Our survey questions focused on 3 arms of management:

* Respiratory/ Ventilator management

* Cardiovascular/ BP management

* Neurologic/ Sedation

Minimal variance existed among disciplines for the survey questions about ventilation strategy and
anticipation/procedures for pneumothorax. In addition, all participants recognized the importance of team
communication prior to the infant’s arrival, as 100% said they would have a “huddle” prior to the infant’s
admission.

BP management was consistent among attendings, NNPs, and fellows. Overwhelmingly, they selected a goal
mean BP of 40-50 mmHg. The responses from the nurses were more variable.   Interestingly, 80% of
participants selected epinephrine as a second agent after dopamine to maintain BP. Eighty per cent of this
group was comprised of attendings and NNPs.

Optimizing cardiac function, cardiac output, and systemic oxygen transport is essential and is achieved as
needed with volume expansion and inotropic agents (dopamine and dobutamine). Hemodynamic support is
provided to increase systemic vascular resistance, to reverse shunting, and to minimize hypoxemia and
acidosis. Systemic blood pressure is often optimized at the upper limits or normal. Hypovolemia should be
corrected with infusion of colloid-based volume expanders, such as blood. Inotropic agents are widely used
for persistent hypotension despite volume expansion. Epinephrine and milrinone are two additional agents
are often utilized for BP control in the NICU. Epinephrine is used as clinically indicated and discontinued or
titrated based on clinical response. It is unclear why there was a clear preference for epinephrine as a second
line agent in this clinical case; perhaps related to practice style or the patient profile in the BCH NICU.
Further study could provide more information.

The use of muscle relaxants/paralytics and sedatives is often employed in the repertoire for PPHN
management as an aide to facilitate ventilation, to minimize fluctuations in oxygenation, and to provide
pain control. The use of paralytics is controversial [10]. Caution should always be used with muscle relaxants
to limit continued use to less than 48 hours or to provide daily periods free from muscle relaxation or
significant sedation. In our study, 96% of participants recommended discontinuing morphine to change to
fentanyl and versed. Overwhelmingly, 98% of participants would consider paralysis in this infant due to
either inability to achieve blood gas parameters within four hours or due to inability to maintain State
Behavioral Scale (SBS) of minus two or both. The group selecting SBS of minus two as the sole reason for
paralysis was made up of all nurses and one fellow.

The management of PPHN is widely varied with the ideal combination and doses of therapeutic agents
unknown [11]. The results from the preliminary study looking at variance among disciplines in the
preparation and management of a critically ill infant with PPHN show a trend toward alignment of
attendings and NNPs. Further investigation is needed to uncover the reasons behind choice selections. The
variation in practice may be dictated by the lack of standardized guidelines. BCH has implemented a
Standardized Clinical Assessment Management Plan (SCAMP) for PPHN. Data collection is underway. The
combined efforts of the BCH NICU CRM course and the BCH PPHN SCAMP should help further our
knowledge and understanding about the management and teamwork in caring for an infant with PPHN.

Conclusions
Variance exists in regard to knowledge, experience, and practice among the multidisciplinary groups. The
most variance existed in the “arm” of cardiovascular/BP management. Of the groups represented,
attendings and NNPs tended to be more aligned with their assessment and approach to interpretation of
simulated transport call data and subsequent management in an infant with PPHN. Simulated transport
calls provide a safe environment to uncover these differences and to allow for future study to improve
teamwork and to provide the best care for the critically ill neonate.

Additional Information
Disclosures
Human subjects: Consent was obtained by all participants in this study. BCH issued approval IRB-
P00002103 The following protocol was considered exempt from IRB/human subject review on 12/8/2011.
Animal subjects: All authors have confirmed that this study did not involve animal subjects or tissue.
Conflicts of interest: In compliance with the ICMJE uniform disclosure form, all authors declare the
following: Payment/services info: All authors have declared that no financial support was received from
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any organization for the submitted work. Financial relationships: All authors have declared that they have
no financial relationships at present or within the previous three years with any organizations that might
have an interest in the submitted work. Other relationships: All authors have declared that there are no
other relationships or activities that could appear to have influenced the submitted work.
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